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Chemistry is a broadly powerful discipline in contemporary science because it
has the ability to create new forms of the matter that it studies. By doing so,
chemistry can test models that connect molecular structure to behaviour
without having to rely on what nature has provided. This creation, known as
‘synthesis’, began to be applied to living systems in the 1980s as recombinant
DNA technologies allowed biologists to deliberately change the molecular
structure of the microbes that they studied, and automated chemical
synthesis of DNA became widely available to support these activities. The
impact of the information that has emerged has made biologists aware of a
truism that has long been known in chemistry: synthesis drives discovery and
understanding in ways that analysis cannot. Synthetic biology is now setting
an ambitious goal: to recreate in artificial systems the emergent properties
found in natural biology. By doing so, it is advancing our understanding of
the molecular basis of genetics in ways that analysis alone cannot. More
practically, it has yielded artificial genetic systems that improve the
healthcare of some 400,000 Americans annually. Synthetic biology is now set
to take the next step, to create artificial Darwinian systems by direct
construction. Supported by the National Science Foundation as part of its
Chemical Bonding program, this work cannot help but generate clarity in our
understanding of how biological systems work.
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Introduction

Animate and inanimate matter have been thought to be fundamentally different
from the start of humankind’s inquiry into the natural world. The boundary
between the two became blurred in the 20th century, however, as researchers became
able to associate chemical structures to many phenomena that were historically
called ‘biological’. These included phenomena as complex as human genetics (the
human genome sequence is nothing more and nothing less than a description of
how carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus and hydrogen atoms are placed in
inherited molecules) [1] and evolution itself, which is increasingly being described by
its molecular signatures [2].
Today, those seeking a distinction between animate and inanimate matter often
look to ‘emergent properties’ for this purpose. The concept of emergence embraces
the notion that the behaviour of a collection of molecules is more than the sum of
the behaviours of its parts [3]. Terms such as ‘biocomplexity’ and ‘systems biology’
attempt to capture this concept as well. Those working under these rubrics hope to
move from the simple analysis of biological systems to complex analysis, measuring
many parameters within the system rather than a few. By doing so, they hope that
understanding (or failing that, predictive power) will emerge if mathematical
formalism reproduces the measured phenomenology well enough [4].
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As might be expected from past experiences in the
mathematical treatment of chemical complexity, such an
analytical approach, even one as extensive as that contemplated by many systems biologists, is expected not to deliver
‘understanding’, however that may be defined. This is not just
because increasingly parameterised mathematical models
often offer no more than an increasingly precise reproduction
of system noise. Rather, the problem is more fundamental.
First, the mathematical model cannot capture, except as a
crude approximation, the underlying reality. From quantum
mechanics to macroeconomics, the necessary approximations
end up missing elements of the system that are critical. The
analogy from chemistry (and biology is, at this level,
chemistry) would be to have a collection of time-dependent
measurements arising from a mixture of benzene, acetic acid,
hexane, formamide, ammonia and water, and then trying to
understand the system by fitting curves to its properties.
There are good reasons to expect that this will not produce
understanding, yet this is exactly what we are trying to do
when we analyse databases of protein sequences (replace
benzene by ‘phenylalanine’, acetic acid by ‘glutamic acid’,
hexane by ‘leucine’, formamide by ‘asparagine’ and ammonia
by ‘lysine’) using mathematics.
2.

Synthesis as an alternative to analysis

Synthesis offers a different strategy [5]. Instead of a ‘probe and
model’ paradigm, synthesis uses a symmetrical double
paradigm: If you understand it, then you can make it; if you
can make it, then you can say that you understand it.
In biological chemistry, this paradigm first emerged in the
1950s with the construction of enzyme models in a field then
called ‘bioorganic chemistry’ [6]. Under this rubric, chemists
synthesised artificial molecules in the hope of reproducing the
catalytic activity and specificity of natural protein enzymes [7].
If they did, then understanding was advanced. If they did not,
a new synthetic effort was attempted.
Nobel prizes (Cram, Lehn) and awards from the American
Chemical Society (the Breslow prize) recognised the
accomplishments in this field [8,9]. Although few artificial
enzymes have ever come close to reproducing in magnitude
the catalytic power of natural enzymes, many reproduced the
mechanisms of natural enzymes [10]. As a consequence, our
understanding of virtually every enzymatic reaction is today
grounded in the chemical models synthesised by bioorganic
chemists in an effort to reproduce the emergent properties of
enzymes, where the whole is greater than the sum of the
amino acid parts [11].
It was a logical consequence for synthetic biologists to
then move to larger emergent properties of biological
systems. Self-reproduction, reproduction with errors, and
reproduction with errors where the errors themselves are
reproducible, are the hallmarks of biological systems [12].
These are also the minimum combination of chemical
properties necessary for Darwinian processes to be operative.
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Darwinian processes, in turn, are the only way that
emergent properties are generated in animate systems, at
least those known on contemporary Earth.
Approximately 15 years ago, synthetic biologists set out to
recreate these emergent properties [13-15]. While artificial
Darwinian systems are not yet in hand, considerable progress
has been made towards getting them [16]. At the same time, as
spin-offs, tools and technologies that benefit humankind have
emerged, just as they did over the past century in chemistry.
Artificial genetic systems
One simple synthetic biological system relates to the familiar
Watson–Crick Model for the double helix. The Watson–Crick
nucleobase pairing follows two rules of chemical complementarity. The first, size complementarity, pairs large purines with
small pyrimidines. The second, hydrogen bonding complementarity, pairs hydrogen bond donors from one nucleobase with
hydrogen bond acceptors from the other (Figure 1).
If nucleobase pairing were indeed so simple, that is, if such
simple concepts indeed confer understanding, the synthetic
biology double paradigm requires that we be able to
synthesise new nucleobase pairs. These nucleobase pairs
should be able to support genetic-like behaviours, including
sequence-specific binding, encoding and template-directed
replication. These are the same emergent behaviours that are
found in genetics, of course; the synthetic biologist seeks to
gain them using different chemical structures.
In this case, the synthetic biologists were successful. By
shuffling hydrogen bond donating and accepting groups, as
well as engineering a few side chains and changing the
positions of a few nitrogen atoms in the purine and pyrimidine rings, a new genetic system was synthesised. Eight
additional synthetic nucleobases, forming four additional base
pairs, were created (Figure 1). The synthetic genetic alphabet
was independently replicatable following an extended set of
Watson–Crick rules [17].
Since this early artificial genetic system was created,
synthetic biologists have worked to create a synthetic molecular biology to handle these. With only minor modifications of
existing DNA polymerases and reverse transcriptases, it
proved possible to get DNA-like molecules incorporating
non-standard nucleobases to direct their own replication [16].
Such replication, as with natural DNA, is subject to mutation,
with the mutant forms themselves able to direct their own
replication. This is, of course, an artificial Darwinian system,
albeit one that relies heavily on natural biopolymers and help
from the synthetic biologist to survive.
As it provides rule-based molecular recognition that is
orthogonal to recognition provided by natural DNA, this
synthetic genetic system is found in the clinic today. As part of
Bayer’s VERSANT branched DNA diagnostic assay [18,19],
synthetic biology helps manage the care of ∼ 400,000 patients
infected with HIV and hepatitis viruses each year. This assay
(Figure 2) assembles a branched nanostructure using a series of
binding events.
2.1
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B) Synthetic nucleobases
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Figure 1. An example of a synthetic genetic system. Shown are A) the natural nucleobases and B) the artificial nucleobases with
shuffled hydrogen bonding patterns. The small pyrimidines (left) pair with large purines (right) to achieve size complementarity. Hydrogen
bonding complementarity is achieved by pairing hydrogen bond donors (D) with acceptors (A). Shuffling these donor and acceptor
groups creates new nucleobase pairs.
A: Adenine; C: Cytosine; G: Guanine; pu: Purine; py: Pyrimidine; T: Thymidine.

In this case, synthesis showed that we do understand
nucleobase pairing, as we can synthesise something that
behaves the same, but in a different form. Furthermore, the
synthetic genetic system is able to encode proteins that
contain extra amino acids [20], support the construction of
dendrimeric and other artificial genetic architectures, and
have novel, semipredictable, biophysical properties [21,22].
Another meaning for ‘synthetic biology’:
reassembling biological parts

2.2

Synthetic biology now has three meanings. The first, dating
back to the 1980s, is the synthesis of artificial forms of life,
and is exemplified by the artificial genetic systems discussed
above [23]. The second, introduced by Kool in 2000 [24],
concerns the synthesis of unnatural molecules that function in
natural systems. The last, emerging more recently, concerns
the assembly of natural biological parts in unnatural ways [25].
Engineers working under the last definition have shown
how natural biological parts can be recombined to produce

interesting properties [26,27]. An early example is the development of an Escherichia coli that can act as an IMPLIES logic
gate, a basic computing component [28]. The resynthesised
bacterium contains a combination of genetic elements
obtained from a variety of sources. These act together to
generate a simple genetic circuit based on the transcription
regulation of several genetic elements.
The circuit, shown in Figure 3, relies on the fluorescent
EYFP protein to generate the output signal. This protein is
expressed under the control of a λPRO12 promoter. On a
separate plasmid, the λ repressor protein, cl, is under the
transcriptional control of the lac promoter, which is controlled by isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and the
lac repressor. The outcome of these elements working
together is a system that generates fluorescence in the absence
of the input, IPTG, but not in the presence of the input.
A more recent success in this area includes the development of
bacteria able to act as a timing device [29]. Here, synthetic
biologists placed three transcriptional repressor systems from
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Figure 2. Bayer’s VERSANT assay. The target RNA is bound to the microwell via hybridisation using a series of capture probes. The
target RNA then complexes with the fluorescent label probe through a series of hybrisation events involving the target probe,
preamplifier and amplifier. The use of non-canonical nucleosides in the amplifier, preamplifier and label probe increases the specificity of
the assay, as non-target DNA present in the sample cannot nonspecifically hybridise with the artificial DNA.
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Figure 3. The genetic circuit acting as an IMPLIES logic gate. The logic gate, using IPTG and the LacI repressor as input molecules,
consists of the fluorescent reporter molecule, EYFP, under transcriptional control of the λPRO12 promoter, which in turn is negatively
controlled by the cl repressor protein. As the cl repressor is under transcriptional control of the lac promoter, the circuit generates
fluorescent output in the absence of IPTG and no output in the presence of IPTG.
EYFP: Enhanced yellow fluorescent protein; λPRO12: Synthetic λ right promoter; IPTG: Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside.

independent sources into E. coli. The system was designed so
that each promoter controls the expression of a protein acting as
a repressor for another promoter in the system. The result is a
time-dependent oscillation of fluorescent output from the green
fluorescent protein. As the output cycle time was on the order of
hours, longer than the 20 min division time of E. coli, the signal
was passed to the progeny of the parent cells that began the cycle.
There seems to be no limit to the innovation of synthetic
biologists generating these systems [30-34]. Logic circuits, for
example, are being developed in vitro with ribozymes, catalytic
RNA molecules obtained via in vitro evolution. A recent
example is the development of a molecular automaton able to
play tic-tac-toe with a human opponent [35]. The molecular
1412

automaton is nothing more than a series of ribozyme-based
logic gates engineered to play a childhood game.
3.

Expert opinion and conclusion

To celebrate the new millennium, the editors of Chemical and
Engineering News (December 6, 1999) asked prominent
chemists of their views about the major advances in the
current century. Rita Colwell, Director of the National
Science Foundation, commented that ‘chemists … will develop
self-replicating molecular systems to provide insights into the
molecular origins of life’. Shohei Inoue, President of the
Chemical Society of Japan, elaborated further: ‘One of the most
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important unsolved scientific problems where chemistry should
play a central role in is the origin of life’, he wrote. ‘Recently, a
system with order, one of the remarkable characteristics of life, has
been demonstrated to appear on computer display from a disordered system by selecting an appropriate program. However, such
a ‘virtual’ system has no relation to the substances that constitute
life existing on Earth. There is … the possibility of the creation of
a new ordered ‘living’ system independent of existing life’.
These visions are well on their way to being realised, with
the benefit coming from an enhanced understanding of the
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